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Abstract. The results presented in this paper concern the axiomatizability problem of first-order 
temporal logic with linear and discrete time. We show that the logic is incomplete, i.e., it cannot 
be provided with a finitistic and complete proof system. We show two incompleteness theorems. 
Although the first one is weaker (it assumes some first-order signature), we decided to present it, 
for its proof is much simpler and contains an interesting fact that finite sets are characterizable 
by means of temporal formulas. The second theorem shows that the logic is incomplete indepen- 
dently of any particular signature. 
1. Introduction 
The results presented in this paper concern the incompleteness problem of first- 
order temporal ogic. The version of temporal ogic we deal with is essentially that 
introduced by Manna and Pnueli [3]. In addition to the temporal modalities q 
(always), 0 (sometimes), 0 (next) and U (until), we admit the binary operator 
(at next) borrowed from [2]. 
Following [l], we use the term Logic to denote a triple consisting of: 
- a set of well-formed formulas, 
- a class of admissible interpretations for the formulas, 
- a satisfaction relation which assigns a truth value to a formula in L”P admissible 
interpretation. 
We call a logic incomplete iff the set of all tautologies (over arbitrary signature) 
of the logic is not recursively enumerable or, equivalently, ifE there is no finitistic 
proof system which is sound and complete for the logic. For the purpose of this 
paper, we call this a weak incompleteness. Even if the set of all tautologies is not 
recursively enumerable, set of tautologies over some fixed signature may be 
recursively enumerable. e call a logic strongly into 
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set of tautologies over this signature is recursively enumerable or, equivalently, if 
the set of tautologies over the empty signature is not recursively enumerab 
In this paper, we show that the first-order temporal ogic with until operator and 
equality symbol is both weakly and strongly incomplete. The proof of the weak 
eteness is analogous to the proof of incompleteness of second-o 
c [I]. It follows from Tr~hkt~~brot’5 eor~m [a, e 
and the fact that finite sets can be characterized by a temporal formula. Since 
Trahktenbrot’s Theorem requires some signature, the method cannot be used to 
prove the strong incompleteness of first-order temporal ogic. The technique we use 
in the proof of strong incompleteness consists in reducing the complement of the 
halting problem for Turing machines to the problem whether a temporal formula 
(with equality symbol only) is a tautology. The reduction consists in showing how 
to encode computations of Turing machines by temporal formulas. 
Although weak incompleteness immediately follows from strong incompleteness, 
we present separate proofs of the two facts because the possibility of characterizing 
finite sets in temporal ogic is interesting by its own. 
The incompleteness problem for another version of first-order temporal ogic has 
already been investigated in [4], where it has been shown that the set of tautologies 
over the ari,thmetical signature is not an arithmetical set. As a consequence, the 
logic considered in [4] is weakly incomplete. Its strong incompleteness, however, 
is still an open question. Our present paper differs from [4] in two respects. First, 
the logic we consider contains additional temporal operators (i.e., U and A) and is 
thus more expressive. This makes our result weaker, as far as weak incompleteness 
is considered. On the other hand, our result is stronger with respect o the strong 
incompleteness. 
1 logic 
The variant of temporal ogic we consider in this paper is essentially that intro- 
ueli in 133. What follows is a brief overview of the logic. 
The well-formed formulas are built from classical first-order formulas with equality 
and the temporal operators Cl (always), 0 (sometimes), 0 (next), U (until) and A 
(at next). The sets of individual and propositional variables are partitioned into two 
disjoint subsets of global and local variables respectively. The first-order quantifiers 
V and 3 can bind the global individual variables only. Since the equality symbol 
has a fixed interpretation, it is not a member of a Pignature. Thus, it may appear in 
ulas over any, in particular empty, signature. 
n interpretation of a formula consists of three objects: a classical first-order 
structure I, an w-sequence of states s = so, sl, . . . and a global valuation v. The 
bols appearing 
ation v assigns values to the 
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global variables which occur free in the formula. Note that predicate, functor and 
global variable symbols have an uniform interpretation which does not depend on 
states. 
The following is the definition of the satisfaction relation (where sci) stands for 
the Suffix Si)Si+l,*-* Of S). 
(I) For a first-o f ¶ 
I, S, o l=f iff f is true (in the usual sense) in the interpretation (I, 0’) where 
valuation v’ is consistent with v and so on the global and 
local variables, respectively. 
(2) For temporal formulas f, fi , f2, 
I, s, VI= Qf iff for every natural number k a 0, I, stk), v bJ 
I, s, vt=Of iff I, s, vt1R-1~ 
I, s, &Of iff I, s(‘), vhf; 
I, s, v f==fiUf2 iff for some k > 0, I, stk), v /=fi and for all 0 < i c k, 
I, s('), v i=fa (note that, contrary to [ 31, we do not force 
iff 
I,s, t+Vxf ili 
I,s,vl=Sf iff 
i=O), 
for some k > 0, I, stk), vbf,hf2 and for all O<i<k, 
I, #I, VI= lfz, 
for every dEdom(I), I,s,v[xJd#=f where v[x/d] is 
obtained from v by assigning d to x, 
I, s, vi= 1VXlJ: 
Remark. Note that the until operator U is sufficient to define all the remaining 
temporal modalities we have in the logic (cf., e.g., [2]). We have embedded them 
into the logic to simplify the formulas which appear later in the paper. 
A pair (I, s) is called a model for a formula f (I, st=f) iff, for every global 
valuation v, I, s, v I=$ A pair (I, s) is a model for a set F of formulas (I, s b F) iff 
I, s I= f for every f E E A formula f semantically follows from a set F of formulas 
(Ftf) iff every model for F is also a model for f: Finally, f is a tautology (I=f) iff 
f semantically follows from the empty set of formulas. 
In what follows, to avoid too many parentheses in formulas, we shall assume the 
following priorities for quantifiers, connectives and temporal modalities (in increas- 
ing order): V, 3, 3, c*,n,U,A,~,0,0,0. 
3. 
The proof of the theorem is analogous to the proof o 
order logic [I]. t is based on Trahktenbrot’s 
structures are characterizable in temporal ogic. 
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a 3.1. 7here is a temporal sentence f n such that, for every pair (I, s), I, s k fEn 
implies dom( I) is jinite. 
f. Let ffin be the formula 3x_&(x) n_&(x) where h(x)= 
q (z=x+Vyz#xUz=y), zisalocalvariableandx,yareglobal 
I, s C= fen and d E dom( I) is the element such that fi(S) and h(d) hold. 
By f,(d), there exist a natural number i and a valuation tl such that I, s(‘), 
v[x/d]k Z=X By f*(d), I, s(“, v[x/d]i=Vyz#x U z=y, i.e., for every eEdom(I), 
I, s(j), v[x/d,y/e]bz#xUz=y. Thus, each element eEdom(I) appears in the 
sequence s(‘I not later than the next occurrence of d Since, by f,(d), s(‘) does not 
contain a sufhx s (W) for which I, sWi), v[x/d]l=Uz#d, the cardinality of dam(I) 
must be finite. 
mma 3.2. For evev structure I with jinite domain there is a sequence s such that 
I9 s C=ffin. 
Proof. Let dam(I) ={a~, . . . , a,_, }. To prove the lemma, it suffices to take s = 
SO_,%,*-- for which skn+i(Z) =ai. 
mma 3.3. For every classicalfirst-order sentencef, I= ffin+ f ifff is true in every#nite 
structure. 
(+ ): Assume b ffin+ f and f is not true in some finite structure I. In view 
mma 3.2, there is a sequence s such that I, s I= fEn. Obviously, Ii s I= if and so 
j&, + f is not a tautology which contradicts the assumption. 
( c- ): Assume f is true in every finite structure. From Lemma 3.1 it follows that 
if I, s if&&, then I is finite and so I, s I=$ Thus, { ffin}l=J i.e., b ffin +f: 
eorem 3.4. l%e first-order temporal logic is weakly incomplete. 
f. Consider the set F& of all classical first-order sentences which are true in 
ail structures with finite domains. Trahktenbrot’s Theorem says that the set is not 
recursively enumerable. On the other hand, Lemma 3.3 gives a characterization of 
this set, namely F,, = {f: I= ffin +f). Were the logic complete, one would have a 
partial procedure for deciding whether f E F fin, and the set FE,, would be recursively 
enumerable. 
es 
e proof of strong into pleteness we are about to present consists in showing 
the empty signature is not recursively enumerable. 
for deterministic ring 
lem whether a temporal 
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formula with equality is a tautology. Below we recall a definition of a Turin 
and the looping problem. 
A deterministic Turing machine (with one tape, which is infinite at both ends) is 
a tuple z = (0,4 m, qr 9 qd, where 
Q is a finite set of machine states, 
A is a finite set of tape symbols with the distinguished symbol # which denotes 
the empty tape cell, 
m is a next move function, i.e., a mapping from Q x A to Q x A x {L, R}. L and 
R stand for move head to the left or right respectively, 
o qr , qF are distinguished (and different) states: initial and final state respectively. 
Remark. Since we are not interested in expressive power of ZZ, but rather in its 
Icoping ability, we assume that qF denotes a state in which % stops regardless of 
whether it accepts or rejects the empty tape. 
A configuration of Z is a pair (q, flat2) where q is a current state and a E A, 
tl , t2 E A* describe contents of the tape (i.e., the head is scanning the symbol a). If 
configuration c2 results from configuration cl by one move of the machine, we write 
cl + c2. The initial configuration of 5Z is ( ql, ()#()) where () denotes the empty string. 
A final Configuration Of % is any Configuration Of the form (qF, t1 a&). 
A computation of 5X is a (possibly infinite) sequence of configurations co, cl, . . . 
such that 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
co is the initial configuration; 
Ci + Ci+l for all i 2 0; 
if the computation is finite, then the last configuration must be final; 
if a final configuration appears in the computation, then it must be the last 
element of the sequence. 
Finally, Z loops if its computation is infinite (i.e., does not contain a final 
configuration). 
5. The strong incompleteness theorem 
In this section we assume % is a fixed (but arbitrary) deterministic Turing machine. 
The proof of the theorem consists in showing an effective construction of a formula 
f loop which satisfies the following condition: 
ktioop iff 2 loops. 
In the construction ofjoop we use an additional formulaf,,,, for which the following 
condition holds: 
e pair (I, s) enco 
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T’o avoid confusion between two ids of states (machine states of SE an 
states), we call the former machine s~~ites and 
The computation of SE is encoded as a temporal sequence s of states oft inds: 
marking and cell states re ely. The marl&G partition the sequence s
into finite subsequences, w present successive con w&ions of the computa- 
tion, while the cell states describe contents of the tape cells constitutin 
ation. A local boolean variable e distinguishes the marking states (e is true) from 
the cell states (e is false). 
A marking state carries additional information, namely the current machine state 
of a configuration. The machine state is encoded by a finite vector q of boolean 
variables whose values are regarded as a binary representation of the machine state 
number. 
On the other hand, a cell state carries the following additional information: 
a symbol of the tape cell (represented by the cell state) which is encoded by a 
vector t of boolean variables whose values are regarded as a binary representation 
of the symbol number, 
a head position, encoded by a local boolean variable h which is true iff the head 
scans the tape cell represented by the cell state, 
a unique cell label, encoded by a local individual variable l. A value of I serves 
as a name of a cell and allows to refer to a particular cell on the tape. 
In what follows we write u = Q (for vectors 0: = (a,, . . . , a,,), 6 = (b,, . . . ,6,,) of 
boolean variables or constants) to stand for the formula a, - bl A l l l A a, - 6”. If 
c=(r,,..., rk) is a vector of boolean variables which ranges over the set of tape 
symbol codes, then we write Vrf(r) as a shorthand for the finite conjunction 
) where nz is the number of tape symbols and Ri (1 s i s m) are 
constants representing the tape symbols. 
The formulas below wili constitute the formula fcomP. 
- All labels of the tape cells which constitute one configuration have distinct names: 
xl=x+l#xUe)Ue). 
- If a cell labelled by x ap ears in a configuration, then it appears in every successive 
configuration as well: 
xl=xn7e+(ie 
thout loss of generality, we assume that the length of a configuration 
does not decrease with progress of the computation of LE. This can be achieved by 
putting extra blank symbols at both ends of the ??pe. 
, in the same or-der, from configuration to configura- 
f3’ x,yl=x~~e~O(l=y~7e)+O(l=y~ie) 
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- The head scans exactly one tape cell and there are finitely many cell states between 
two successive marking states: 
f4~0((e-+ieUh)h(h-+ikUe)n(k-,le)n(e-,~lr)). 
- The initial configuration (q, , ()#()) is the first configuration of the computation: 
fp=eAq=q~hO(hAt= 
are codes of th respectively. 
ent m of the ne form (419 6) + 
(q2, 02, t), we define two additional formulas& andf7. First, we define the auxiliary 
formula 
f ~nzr~~~?~X,y(~AQ=Q1A~(kAt=4,A~=X) 
A le u (I=y A l#X A t=r)) 
+(q=q~AO(hAt=#i\O(t=U~Al=X)) 
AleU(I=yAt=r))iie. 
The formula can be read as follows: if the current configuration satisfies: 
- the machine state is ql (e A q=q,), 
- the head is positioned at the left end of the tape (Oh), 
- the head scans the tape cell containing symbol a, and labelled by x (0( t=a, A 
1=x)), 
- the tape contains a cell labelled by y #x and its contents is r (le U (I = y A l# x A 
t= CD, 
then the next configuration satisfies: 
- the machine state is q2 (q =q2 A e), 
- the head has been moved to the left with the tape being extended by one blank 
symbol (O(h A t= #) A e), 
- the tape cell labelled by x now contains symbol a2 (00( t=a2 A 1=x) 
- the contents of the tape cell labelled by y has not been changed ((le U (l=y A 
t=r)) A e). 
Remark. Note that because of the quantifier Vy in &,,,, the last condition ensures 
that only the tape cell labelled by x might have been changed. 
Now we are ready to define the formula f6= AmEM fL,m,l which can be read as 
follows: if the head scans the leftmost symbol on the tape and the move is possible, 
then the next configuration is obtained by extending the tape to the left and applying 
the next move function to the previous configuration. 
Second, we define the auxiliary formula 
f L,m,2 = q vrvx, y, z( e A 
1=x) 
then the next confi 
- the machine state is 
- the head has been mov 
((l=zAh) A e), 
- the tape cell labelled by 
- the contents of the ta 
eft, i.e., it scans the ta cell labelled 
Now we are ready to Deane ;he formul 
follows: if the head is not at t 
then the next configuration is obtained by ap 
which can be read as 
the move is possible, 
the next move function to the 
of the next move function which takes the form (q, 9 0,) + 
opus formulas fs and fg. 
Fi~lly, Set $cOacp = fi n 9 a l n fg . 
e computation can be extracted in the following way. First, it follows from 
and disjoint subsequences sqo, sql , . . . of the 
iI = true and, for all 1 <j s p, sqij(e) = false. 
ce sqi the eonfiguration ci of the computation can be extracted 
e curren:, state of C~ is given by the value of in the first state Sqil of Sqi. 
iven by values of n states SQi2,...,Sq@. 
pe cell represented by sq, for which sqJ h) = 
etermined uniquely. 
ces corresponds with the order of configurations 
ir the 3m~utatG3~: 
( 1) t=rclm.&, it CAkows that the first subsequence sqo represents he initial configura- 
tion. 
fa, . . . , f9 force the subsquence sqi+l to represent 
the next-move function to the 
e ~Qnst~~i~n of s h n 
must not cant 
retation (I, s) which s 
Since the problem of checkin whether a Turin machine loops is not recursively 
enumerable (as the complement of the hattin problem) and Amp is built over th 
empty signature, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. The&t-order temporal logic is strongly incomplete. 
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